GIN AT
THE CRAIGHAAR HOTEL

“I exercise strong self-control. I never drink anything stronger
than gin before breakfast.”
– W.C. Fields

GIN IS IN FASHION
After a time out of the limelight, gin is bouncing back with a vengeance. Gin is in popular
demand, and in particular since the new millennium, many modern gin distilleries have
sprung up on a global scale. Distilled in small scale stills, using an intriguing range of
innovative flavours.

All gins include juniper berries as an ingredient. They have been lending
their subtle bittersweet aroma since the 17th Century.

Heather is part of the Highland landscape, now it is foraged for its botanical properties. With its
subtle perfumed undertones with a nuance of honey it is an integral part of Scottish gins.

Juniper no longer reigns supreme in the ‘New Western Style Gins’. Master distillers select
other flavours to rival or compliment the juniper berry.
The gin universe was never so full of variety or characterised by such ingenuity as it is
today. This new wave of premium gins in their stylish bottles are taking over. That’s a
good enough reason to take a closer look at some of these gins.
We are pleased to offer you some outstanding representatives of this new age, along
with a few old favourites.
We hope you enjoy browsing, and decide to try a Gin from our selection - cheers!

Shetland Reel Gin 43% ABV £3.75 per 25ml
SHETLAND DISTILLERY COMPANY • UNST • SHETLAND • SCOTLAND
Produced only at Saxa Vord Distillery, using UK produced grain neutral alcohol and a mixture of
8 botanicals including apple mint which is grown and harvested locally.

Eden Mill Love Gin 42% ABV £3.75 per 25ml
EDEN MILL • GUARDBRIDGE • ST ANDREWS • SCOTLAND

This Pink Gin is more beautiful than a bouquet of flowers with juniper, coriander seed, bitter
almonds, cassia bark, angelica root, whole hibiscus flowers, red rose petals, goji berries,
elderberries, rhubarb root, lovage leaf, marshmallow root and raspberry leaf.

Elephant London Dry Gin 45% ABV £5.25 per 25ml
ELEPHANT GIN • GUT SCHWECHOW • GERMANY

Elephant Dry Gin is distilled in Germany using 14 botanicals that include some rather unusual but
fascinating African ingredients like baobab, the buchu plant, devils claw and African wormwood.
It comes with a floral sweetness which could come from the elderflower or lavender.

Monkey 47 Schwarzwald Dry Gin 47% ABV £5.25 per 25ml
BLACK FOREST DESTILLERIE • GERMANY

An unusual Gin from the Black Forest of Germany, Monkey 47 contains a unique ingredient,
cranberries. The 47 comes from the number of botanicals that go in to making this unique
gin and the fact that it’s bottled at a healthy 47%.

Caorunn Scottish Gin 41.8% ABV £3.75 per 25ml
BALMENACH DISTILLERY • SPEYSIDE • SCOTLAND

This is more than a gin, it is perfectly balanced, super-premium small batch Scottish Gin. It is
infused with handpicked botanicals, inspired by Celtic tradition.

Williams Chase Elegant Crisp Gin 40% ABV £5.25 per 25ml
CHASE DISTILLERY • HEREFORDSHIRE • ENGLAND

With flavours of juniper, apple and elderflower alongside subtle citrus, this is the ultimate tonic
partner. The finished Gin is distilled over 100 times with the entire process taking over two
years, from orchard to bottle. You can genuinely taste the effort that goes into it.

Ungava Gin 43.1% ABV £5.25 per 25ml
QUEBEC • CANADA

Ungava’s claim to fame outside the myriad of awards it has won since its release, is that it
uses six unique botanicals native to the Canadian Artic – Artic blend, Labrador tea,
juniper, cloudberry, wild rose hips and crowberry. Once you get past the unusual yellow
colour exterior, this gin has lovely aromatics and a balanced flavour.

Blackwood’s Vintage Dry Gin 60% ABV £3.75 per 25ml
DISTIL ENGLAND • SHETLAND BOTANICALS

A Gin which uses additional botanicals native to the Shetland Islands: sea pink flowers from the
cliff tops, meadowsweet flowers and marsh marigold. Angelica root- the strain used in the
making of this gin was introduced by the Vikings. ‘Superior Limited Edition’
60 % ABV – after all Shetland is 60 degrees north.

Hendrick’s Gin 44% ABV £3.75 per 25ml
WILLIAM GRANT & SONS • GIRVAN GRAIN DISTILLERY • SCOTLAND
Meet the delightfully curious Hendrick’s Gin. Life is simply too glorious not to experience its
peculiar flavour, infused with rose and cucumber in our remote Scottish distillery.

Edinburgh Gin 43% ABV £3.75 per 25ml
SPENCERFIELD SPIRIT • EDINBURGH GIN DISTILLERY • SCOTLAND
The original small-batch craft gin from Edinburgh is the finest example of London Dry style gin
given a Scottish twist. Created with a carefully balanced blend of 13 botanicals for a
distinctively soft Scottish flavour, this Gin features native heather, milk thistle and pine.

Botanic Ultra Premium London Dry Gin 45% ABV £5.25 per 25ml
BODEGAS WILLIAMS AND HUMBERT • LANGLEY DISTILLERY • BIRMINGHAM • ENGLAND

Langley Distillery, a renowned English winery founded in the 1920’s on top of natural spring
waters. The nature of its success lies in the quality of pure English grain alcohol, the artisanal
process of distillation in antique copper stills and also the nature of it botanical ingredients.
Juniper, tangerine, thyme, coriander and lemon are some of the 14 botanics that
go in to making this Gin.

Bombay Sapphire London Dry Gin 40% ABV £3.75 per 25ml
BACARDI • BOMBAY SAPPHIRE DISTILLERY • ENGLAND

Named in honour of Gin's popularity in India throughout British rule, Bombay Sapphire is actually
a born and bred London Gin. The premium quality of Bombay Sapphire Gin is the result of its
recipe which carefully balances ten hand selected botanicals from around the world. The
tantalising, smooth and complex taste when you experience Bombay Sapphire is
described as fresh citrus and juniper flavours combined with a light, spicy finish.

Brudolff Hotels, serving Aberdeen and Shetland,
but most importantly….. GIN

Look out for our fabulous Cocktail List!

